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�Solar energy

�Wind energy

�Biomass energy

�Geothermal energy
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Solar Energy

Energetic characteristics:

�Solar constant: 1367 W/m² (incident power at the heart athmosphere 

boundaries).

�An average irradiation value on the land is 200 W/m².

�So the global available power at land level is about 50000 TW.

�It is 104 times the human power demand.

�However, solar energy has:

�low energy density (too much surfaces to be covered);

�irregular characteristics (night/day, clouds, seasons);

Lesson XX

Technology for using solar energy:

�Concentration panels (for large size plants: no distributed generation)

�Thermal panels (distributed generation)

�Photovoltaic panels (distributed generation)
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Solar Energy: Concentration Panels (1/4)

Concentration panels:

�Three types: low, medium and high temperature.

�Basic components: concentrator collector, receiver.

�The receiver is usually an apt fluid able to reach high temperatures.
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Technology for concentration panels (medium or high temperature):

�Parabolic collector plants

�Central tower plants

�Parabolic disc plants
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Solar Energy: Concentration Panels (2/4)

Lesson XX

Parabolic collector plants:

�Parabolic mirrors

�Receiver tube with the thermovector fluid (usually a synthetic oil)

�The thermal content of the fluid can be used for a steam power plant

�In California 9 units are working since the ‘80s for a global electrical 

power of 354 MW

�Example of Fresnel type collectors (see the Figure)
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Solar Energy: Concentration Panels (3/4)
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Central tower plants:

�Indipendent mirror system

�Receiver on the edge of a tower with an apt fluid (60% of NaNO3 and 40% 

of KNO3).

�With this approach it is possible to obtain higher temperatures

�The thermal content of the fluid can be used for a steam power plant

�The first plant based on this technology was “Solar Two” plant in USA 

(able to produce an electrical power up to 10 MW)

�The “Solar Two” plant (see the Figure)
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Solar Energy: Concentration Panels (4/4)
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Parabolic disc plants:

�Parabolic mirror panel

�Receiver on the focal point

�System usually coupled with Stirling engines

�Expensive systems

�Example of a parabolic disc plant (see the Figure)
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Solar Energy: Thermal Panels (1/5)

Thermal panels:

�For hot water generation (heating too)

�Technology available for the coupling with an absorption cooler.
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Technology for thermal panels:

�Flat collectors (water based)

�Vacuum tube collectors 

�Heating pipe collectors
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Solar Energy: Thermal Panels (2/5)

Lesson XX

Flat collectors:

�Metallic box

�Transparent material on the upper face

�Metallic plate with a selective behavior (high absoptivity in visible field, 

low emissivity for infrared radiation)

�Copper coil to transfer the heat to a fluid (water)

�Thermal insulation for the lateral surfaces    

Vacuum tube collectors:

�Glass tubes at vacuum conditions

�Metallic plate and heating fluid inside the tubes

�Mirror surface (concave in correspondence of the tubes)

�Technology  suitable for low ambient temperatures (better insulation due 

to vacuum conditions)
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Solar Energy: Thermal Panels (3/5)

Lesson XX

Heating pipe collectors:

�Phase changing fluid

�Channels with a low-boiling fluid

� The fluid evaporates inside the panel channels and in correspondence of 

the upper panel limit the fluid heats a second fluid through a condenser

�Partial vacuum condition
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Solar Energy: Thermal Panels (4/5)
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Solar thermal panel based on natural circulation:

�No electro-mechanic components (high reliability)

�Storage vessel close to the panels

�A bit lower efficiency
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Solar Energy: Thermal Panels (5/5)

Lesson XX

Solar thermal panel based on forced circulation:

�Circulation pump (lower reliability)

�Storage vessel not essentially close to panels

�A bit higher efficiency
PanelsSafety valve

For boiler

connection

Control unit

Expansion vessel

Heating water

Cold water
Storage vessel

Pump

antifreeze liquid
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (1/8)

Photovoltaic panels:

�Photovoltaic effect: direct transformation of light energy of sun in 

electrical energy (an electron in the valence band is energized by a photon 

and reaches the conduction band)

�Doped silicon is able to perform this conversion generating DC

�The panel basic unit is the cell

�One part of the cell is doped to have a P structure (gap excess) and the 

other part is doped to have a N structure (free electron excess)
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Technology for photovoltaic panels (for the cell):

�Mono-crystal

�Poly-crystal 

�Amorphous
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (2/8)

Lesson XX

Mono-crystal cell:

�Maximum purity material

�Highest efficiency: 15% 

�Dark blue cell (circular or octagonal)

�Dimension: 8-12 cm diameter, 0.2-0.3 mm thickness

�Wafer is produced through Czochralsky’s method

Poly-crystal cell:

�Minor purity material

�Efficiency: 11%-14% 

�Blue cell (changing)

�Wafer is produced by fusion and re-crystallization of waste silicon

Amorphous cell:

�Deposition of a thin silicon layer (1-2 µm) on a different material

�Low efficiency: 5%

�High decay: up to 30% in the first month

�Better integration in the buildings (also for semi-transparent surfaces)
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (3/8)
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Silicon cost:

�SiO2 is very common in quartz rocks

�However photovoltaic panels require crystal silicon (high purity)

�Typical cost is 100 €/kg for mono-crystal cells

Fe-Si alloys

Metallurgic Si

Solar Si

Electronic Si (for mono-crystal)

For nuclear particle detectors 

Impurity content (percentage)
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (4/8)
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Photovoltaic modules:

�It is based on the coupling (in series) of several cells

�The coupling of several modules is called string

�Peak power (Wp) is the main module datum

�Peak power is the module power produced under nominal conditions 

(25°C and 1000 W/m2)

�Inverter interface (DC/AC)

�Performance of panels depends on:

�Material efficiency

�Manufacturing tolerance

�Irradiation

�Panel angle shot

�Panel temperature

�Solar spectrum type

�Nominal values: Voc, Isc, Pmax, Vmax, Imax, η=Pmax/I
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (5/8)
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Photovoltaic modules:

�It is based on the coupling (in series) of several cells

�The coupling of several modules is called string

�Peak power (Wp) is the main module datum

�Peak power is the module power produced under nominal conditions 

(25°C and 1000 W/m2)

�Inverter interface (DC/AC)

�Performance of panels depends on:

�Material efficiency

�Manufacturing tolerance

�Irradiation

�Panel angle shot

�Panel temperature

�Solar spectrum type

�Nominal values: Voc, Isc, Pmax, Vmax, Imax, η=Pmax/I

�Performance decrease: usually 1%/year for power

�Guarantee: 2 years for manufacturing faults, 90% performance after 10 

years, 80% performance after 25 years
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (6/8)
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Small scale plant example (TPG’s laboratory):

�6 panels connected in series

Electrical data

Nominal peak power 185 W

Nominal peak current 5.14 A

Nominal voltage 36 V

Short circuit current 5.62 A

Open circuit voltage 43.58 V

Panel efficiency 14.50%

Temperature effect

Nominal temperature 46 ± 2°C

Temperature coefficient: voltage -0.38%/K

Temperature coefficient: current 0.04%/K

Temperature coefficient: power -0.46%/K

Technical data

Panel type Single-crystal silicon

Cell number 72 (6 x 12)

Cell dimension 125 x 125 mm

Panel dimension (a*l*h) 1580 x 808 x 35 mm
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (7/8)
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Large scale plant examples (TPG’s laboratory):

�500 kWp plant

�444 kWp in Barcelona (it is called “Pergola solare”)
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Solar Energy: Photovoltaic Panels (8/8)
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Situation in Italy:

�Global radiation on the horizontal plant

�In 2010 3.5 GWp installed

�In 2010 1.9 TWh produced
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Wind Energy (1/2)

Energetic characteristics:

�Source: the kinetic energy of wind

�Low energy density

�Irregular characteristics (location, weather conditions, season) 

Plant components:

�Wind turbine

�Speed overdrive

�Electrical generator

�Control system

�Turbine tower (higher wind speed, lower turbulence)

Lesson XX

Technology for using wind energy (wind turbines):

�Horizontal shaft

�Vertical shaft

Turbine size classification:

�Small size (1-100 kW): 1-20 m rotor, 10-30 m height (mini wind plants)

�Medium size (100-800 kW): 20-50 m rotor, 30-50 m height

�High size (>1000 kW): 55-80 m rotor, 60-120 m height
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Wind Energy (2/2)
Advantages:

�Sustainable renewable energy source

�No CO2 emissions in generation (minimum amount in production process)

�Easy scaling up of generation systems

�No cost increase for fuel cost increase

�Amortization time well defined (6-10 years)

�Low maintenance costs

�High margin in cost reduction

�Good earnings for farmers

Lesson XX

Disadvantages:

�Irregular characteristic (minimum wind speed necessary: 3-4 m/s)

�Landscape degradation (big size components on the top of hills and 

mountains) – however low impact in comparison with nuclear or big 

hydraulic systems (irreversible impact)

�Risks of impacts for migratory birds (lower than risks due to high 

buildings)

�Noise due to blade movement

�Interferences with radar systems (echo difficult to be removed)
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Layout of a Wind Turbine
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Blade

Rotor

Wind

Tower

Cable duct

DETAIL

Overdrive

Generator

Transformer
Grid
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Wind Turbines: Horizontal Shaft (1/2)

Turbine characteristics:

�Great commercial and technological development

�Most diffused types: three blade rotor and rigid hub

�Two blade or mono blade rotors are possible

�Three blade turbines can follow wind direction through an apt mechanism

�Two blade turbines are less expensive, but they require higher speed 

(negative aspect for noise)

Lesson XX

Turbine components:

�Blades fixed on a hub (they constitute the rotor)

�Rotor is connected to a low speed shaft working at same blade speed

�Low speed shaft is connected to a gear box

�From the gear box origins a high speed shaft connected to a generator

�Generator is connected to the electrical grid through a transformer

�All the components are located inside a case located on a tower

�Tower is a pylon, conic or tubular
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Wind Turbines: Horizontal Shaft (2/2)
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Wind Turbines: Vertical Shaft (1/2)

Turbine characteristics:

�High resistance to strong wind

�No problems for orientation

�Less efficient in comparison with horizontal shaft machine

�Interest in the last years for small scale applications (distributed 

generation)

Lesson XX

Generator types:

�Windside rotor: helicoidal shape (good efficiency).

�Darrieus turbine: spindle shape rotor (A or H shapes possible).

�Kobold turbine: it is a variant of Darrieus turbine (movable blade system 

for minimizing losses)

�Savonius turbine: S shape blades (two shells semi-cylindrical)

�W.M. aerogenerator: semi-blades opened in passive phase and closed in 

active phase.
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Wind Turbines: Vertical Shaft (2/2)
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Power Control System for Wind Turbines

�Blade rotation around its axis (pitch regulation)

�Blade rotation around its axis with particular profiles (stall regulation)

�Wind direction control (yaw control)

�Machine start-up with an enough wind speed (cut-in wind speed)

�Machine stop with a too high wind speed (cut-off wind speed)
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Wind System Examples (1/3)

Large wind farm (Altamont Pass wind farm):

�Central California

�4930 wind turbines

�576 MW maximum capacity

�125 MW on average
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Wind System Examples (2/3)

Offshore wind farm (Horns Rev wind farm):

�West Danemark

�80 wind turbines

�14-20 km from shore

�160 MW of installed capacity
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Wind System Examples (3/3)

Small scale wind system (3 kW MAGLEV generator):

�Type: vertical generator

�Blade material: aluminum alloy

�Number of blade: 3

�Minimum wind speed start: 1 m/s 

�Minimum power wind speed: 2.5m/s

�Minimum charge wind speed: 3.5m/s

�Rated wind speed: 13m/s

�Maximum cut off wind speed:15m/s

�Generator type: Three-phase AC maglev wind turbine

�Blade types: Savonius blade (internal) and Darrenius blade (external)

Lesson XX
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Wind System Perspectives (World)
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Wind System Perspectives (Italy)
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Biomass Energy (1/2)

Energetic characteristics:

�Source: biomass indicates all materials, with both animal or vegetable 

origin, that have not be transformed in fossil fuel and are used for energy 

generation 

�Biomass energy does not generate CO2 emissions because the CO2

produced during energy generation is the same to be produced during natural 

decomposition

�Characteristics: low energy density in comparison with coal or oil (but 

higher density in comparison with sun and wind), not irregular if biomas 

management is well planned 

Biomass fuel types:

�Firewood

�Agriculture and forest residuals

�Food industry residuals: husk oil, marc, rice chaff

�Breeding residuals

�City wastes

�Apt vegetables for biomass: sunflower, rape, sugarcane, poplar
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Biomass Energy (2/2)

CO2 emissions of different sources:

Lesson XX

Energy source Life cycle emissions

(g CO2 / kWh)

Emissions in generation     

(g CO2 / kWh)

Coal (new technologies) 941 917

Combined cycle (natural gas) 430 360

Nuclear (LWR) 36 0

Small size hydroelectric 9 0

Biomass (apt vegetables) 17 – 27 0

Photovoltaic 98 – 167 0

Geothermal 79 79

Wind 7 – 9 0

City wastes 582 526
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Technology for Biomass Energy (1/2)

Thermochemical processes:

�Direct combustion 

�Carbonization

�Pyrolysis

�Gassification

Biochemical processes:

�Anaerobic digestion

�Aerobic digestion

�Alcohol fermentation

N.B.: Cogeneration is possible and small size plants are suitable for 

distributed generation.
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Technology for Biomass Energy (2/2)

Standard technology:

�Traditional plants with biomass based boiler feeding a steam power plant

�Gas turbine plant fed by syngas produced from biomass gassification

�Combined cycle fed by syngas produced from biomass gassification

�Hybrid power plant: biomass and conventional fuels burned in the same 

combustor

�Plants (internal combustion engines) fed by liquid fuels form biomass 

(biodiesel, vegetable oils)

Lesson XX

Biomass

Boiler

Steam turbine

Alternator Grid
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Biomass Plant Examples

Valle Stura plants developed by TPG:

�Campo Ligure plant: Uniconfort Biotec boiler (0.7 MWth)

�Rossiglione plant: Uniconfort Biotec boiler (1.1 MWth)

�Masone plant: GEM boiler (1.1 MWth)

�Valle Pesio plant developed by TPG:

�1.0 MWe based on anaerobic digestion

N.B.: These plants are designed for heating new disctricts close to power 

plants (distributed generation).
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Biomass System Perspectives

�Biomass systems do not require particular ambient conditions

�Power generation more uniform 

�Great interest for investments in this technology

�Biomass penetration in world energy market: 10% in 2011

�Biomass generation is forecasted to be able to cover up to 30% of world 

energy demand
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Geothermal Energy

Energetic characteristics:

�Source: geological heat source (natural heat of heart) 

�Temperature inside heart crust increases (on average) 3°C for each 100 m

�There are zones with 9-12°C for each 100 m

�Water in subsoil is heated and can generate geothermal steam

�Heated water in subsoil can be produced by pumps (geothermal well)

Types of geothermal plant:

�Water at a temperature close to 100°C: direct use in heating plants

�Superheated steam at 500°C: steam power plants
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Geothermal Heating Plant

Characteristics:

�Continuous  generation

�Available for distributed generation (small size plants)
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Geothermal probes

Heat pump (heating and cooling)

Storage vessel

Floor heating
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Geothermal Power Plant

Characteristics:

�One or more wells connected to collecting and treatment system

�A steam turbine with an alternator

�A system for steam treatment

�A system for water re-injection in the geothermal site
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Geothermal wells

Steam turbine and alternator

Cooling 

tower

Grid

Hot rocks
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Geothermal System Perspectives

�Significant increase in this generation field

�In 2005: 8.9 GW of installed geothermal power (24 countries) 

�For 2015 there is a forecast of  18.5 GW installed

�The main countries involved in geothermal energy are: USA, Indonesia, 

Iceland

�Italy is the 5th geothermal producer with 843 MW of installed power 

(important installations in Tuscany close to Larderello) 
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